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Madras Presidency and Mysore
Aiyangar, S. Krishnaswami—The Gold Charter of the
Foundation of British Power in India. In Isfo. 1222,
pp. 4-9.	[1317
The authority of the British foundation in Madras rests upon a
couple of gold charters, sometimes reckoned as three, which gave
them the bit of land, their first territorial possession in India. The
charters are stated to be respectively gold cowle given them by
Damarla Venkata, governor of the province of Wandiwash and the
principal minister of the empire of Vijayanagara. The second cowle
is stated to be that granted by Venkatapatirayalu the emperor of
Vijayanagara. The third is said to be a cowle granted by emperor
Srirangarayalu.
	 Ancient   India   and    South   Indian    History   and
Culture.   See No. 78.
Baliga, B. S.—The Amani System of Land Revenue
Administration in Madras. In Mo. 1222, pp. 10-17. [1318
Throws light on the amani system, the system of collecting land
revenue in kind as it prevailed in certain parts of the Madras
Presidency, its advantage, its working and its disadvantages, which,
ultimately led to its abolition and supersession by the ryotwar system
Banerjee, A. 0. — [Sawanihat-I-Mumtaz of Muhammad
Karim.] Tr. by Dr. S. Muhammad Husayn Nainar,
Madras, 1940. See ABIHL III, No.' 1655.	[1319
"This volume contains the major portion of the English translation
of SawaniJiat-i-Munitas, a Persian chronicle which gives a detailed
history of the reign of Walajah II (Nawab of the Carnatic, 1795-1801
A.D.), with a brief account of the last years of the reign of his
father, Muhammad* All (Walajah I), together with a summary of the
events in the reigns of Walajah III, Walajah IV and Walajah V. The
author of this chronicle is Muhammad Karim, a grandson (daughter's
son) of Muhammad All	Dr. Nainar is a competent and conscien-
tious translator, but his Introduction offers little assistance to readers
who are in touch with the Carnatic history. He could have given us
valuable supplementary information if he had consulted the documents
preserved in Madras and New Delhi. The volume contains useful
glossary, but unfortunately there is no index "„
IHQ. XVII, pp. 400-401.

